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Bags of sand and dirt:
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Content
• What are the BGS environmental samples and data 
• Comment on the public perception of such sample 
collections
• Examples of how the collection has been exploited
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 Geochemical samples collected from the UK 
land surface
 Collected by the Geochemical Baseline Survey 
of the Environment (G-BASE Project)
Environmental Samples?
SOIL SAMPLES
Sub-sample point
20 m
20 m
Soils are collected using 
a 1 m Dutch auger. Two 
samples are collected 
from each site: surface  
(5-20 cm) and profile   
(35-50 cm). Each sample 
is a composite of five 
sub-samples collected 
at the corners and 
centre of a 20 m squareStream sediment 
(150µm)
Panned 
heavy 
minerals
Filtered/unfiltered stream water
DRAINAGE SAMPLES
Drainage samples are collected from 1st and 2nd order 
streams and represent small catchment areas
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UK sample coverage
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Sample and site descriptions
Unique sample id Grid coordinates
Site Information
Sample Information
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GeoIndex
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/geoindex/
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BGS Geochemistry Database
Analyte determinations
and batch information
Samples
Sample descriptions
Location descriptions
Locations
Coates & Harris (1995). Database design 
ingeochemistry: BGS experience. In: Giles (ed) 
Geological Data Management. Special 
Publication 97, 25-32. The Geological Society of 
London.
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Traditional Geoscience Collection
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Bags of sand and dirt!
1. Image ProblemSamples not seen so not recognised publicly as a 
Geoscience 
collection
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Perceived Value
2. Under-valuedThe true worth 
of soil and sediment samples 
not known
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Security
3. Security needed
Many reasons for 
looking after the 
security of the samples
Bre-X scandal
• a gold prospect in Kalimantan, Indonesia
• estimates for the size of the deposit (70m oz) 
created sock market hysteria. Market capitalisation 
by 1997 was US$4.4 billion
• the fraud began to unravel when Bre-X geologist 
reportedly died falling from a helicopter
• the samples had been “salted” by adding gold dust
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Exploiting the collection
1. The samples themselves
2. The sample/site descriptions
3. Sample analyses
Exploiting - To employ to the greatest possible advantage 
Lead in S-soils 
HT and EM 
(Trent 
floodplain)
Profile (deep) soils
Trent
floodplain
Nottingham
Peak 
District
Derby
Birmingham
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1. Exploiting the samples
Summary of results for black carbon content by City
Widespread use of coal ash / char waste in Glasgow as a
soil conditioner accounts for the larger BC contents  
Study of black carbon in urban soils
Estimating particle-size fractions of soil dominated 
by silicate minerals from geochemistry
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2. Exploiting sample/site information
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EC Landfill DirectiveEC Sewage Sludge 
Directive
EC Habitats DirectivePollution Prevention 
Control Act
EC Mine Waste DirectiveEC Water Framework 
Directive
EC Soil DirectiveEnvironmental Protection 
Act Part IIa
LEGISLATIVE DRIVERS
3. Exploiting the sample analyses
Location and impact of Ni outliers on soil geochemical maps
Units (mg/kg) of Sheffield, England
Rawlins, B G, Lark, R M, O'Donnell, K E, Tye, A M, and Lister, T R. 2005. The assessment of point and diffuse metal pollution 
of soils from an urban geochemical survey of Sheffield, England. Soil Use and Management, Vol. 21, 353-362.
BGS Urban Geochemistry 
Report IR0135R
Leaching po ential
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Recent uses for environmental 
samples and database
• regional geochemical maps
• archaeology
• forensic geochemistry
• geological mapping
• veterinary studies
• human health and nutrition
• EC legislative drafting
• environment protection strategies
• general public enquiries
• mineral exploration
• isotopic provenancing
